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Round 10 – October 12th 

Junior Heat 1 
Charlie Lang and Ellis Haddow started out in front during the first junior heat of the day.  The 

opening lap was highly congested and there was lots of bumping and clashes through the middle 

section of the track.  Ellis managed to retain his position on top through the first four laps with Diego 

Lopez and Liam Coleman chasing him down behind.  Alex Churchill was going strong early on, but 

ould t keep it up a d dropped fro  third dow  to 8th
 position after 5 laps.  Ellis put in a 1.13 

minute lap as his fastest time and crossed the line in first place with a gap of 0.581 over Diego Lopez 

in second and Tyler Parslow a further 3 seconds back in third. 

Junior Heat 2 
Ollie Ursell, Christian Nielson Evans and Joshua Craft held the first three positions on the start line.  

After a tight first few laps the circuit was subject to red flag conditions after Diego Lopez stopped 

and stood up out of his kart at turn 7 – something which should never occur as this is unsafe and can 

result in serious injury or worse. Joshua Craft took the win after a solid performance, Tyler Parslow 

and Thomas Knapton in second and third respectively.  

Junior Heat 3 
George Bridson, Matthew Diemer and Tyler Parslow held the top three places in the final junior 

heat, with all the points to play for to get the best positions in the final.  George and Matthew held 

strong at the front for the entire heat and managed to stick it through to the finish line, Alex 

Churchill caught Matthew up to 0.3 seconds behind in third place, but they were not really 

challenging George who was 6 seconds ahead in the clear. 

Junior Final 

Tyler Parslow, Ollie Ursell and Ellis Haddow were leading the way in the junior final as the weather 

looked to take a turn for the worse.  Tyler and Ollie were storming ahead and the fight for first place 

was likely to be settled between the two of them.  Ellis was solid in third place with Christian leading 

the rest of the pack as Alex Churchill gave chase.  Ellis was closing in on Ollie with less than 0.5 

seconds between them after 5 laps, Tyler only 0.129 seconds in front of them.  Christian had also 

dropped less than 1 second behind the leader as four karts now battled for the podium after 7 laps.  

Christian had the fastest lap of the race with a  1.12.535 as the top four bunched up, Ollie managed 

to slip past Tyler on the inside of turn 6 on the 8
th

 lap to take first place.  Alex Churchill had also 

joined the sub 1 second behind the leader  club after 9 laps and it could have been anyone s race at 

that point.  Ollie Ursell and Tyler Parslow were neck and neck going into the final lap with Ollie 

looking like he had control.  However Tyler managed to edge past through the final corners to win 

the race in style.  Ollie came in second after a great final, with Ellis Haddow close behind in third 

place. 
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Senior Light Heat 1 
Daniel Russell was leading with a small margin over Dan Bull, in second place, of 0.3 seconds.  Daniel 

had put in a best lap of 1.13.185 which kept him ahead of Dan Bull, Oscar Riley and James Ives who 

were all separated by less than 1 second throughout most of the race.  Daniel Russell took the win, 

Dan Bull in second and Oscar Riley in third place. 

Senior Light Heat 2 
Christopher Gristwood and Josh Caygill were front runners in this heat, the pack was highly 

condensed through the opening laps as they stuck together through many bottlenecks at turns 2, 4 

and 10.  There was a pile up through the middle section of the circuit and Josh dropped to almost 

dead last in 11
th

 place.  Christopher, Oscar, Aaron, Daniel and James were all within 0.771 seconds of 

ea h other after 5 laps as the heat ega  to ear the losi g laps, it was a yo e s to take at this 
point as one mistake could open the door for a pack to move through.  Christopher Gristwood was 

the unlucky one who ran out of talent through turns 9, 10 and 11 as he dropped to third place, which 

left room for Oscar Riley and Aaron Kidd to come through.  Aaron then came into the pit lane for his 

drive-thru penalty after a black flag offence, dropping him to 11
th

 and allowing Christopher and 

James to regain second and third.  Oscar crossed the line 2.028 seconds ahead in first place, 

Christopher and James following in second and third respectively. 

Senior Light Heat 3 
James Ives, Charlie Fenton and Emilio Lopez were top 3 in the final light heat of the day.  James Ives 

won, following an uneventful heat, follwed by Charlie and Emilio. 

Senior Light Final 
James Ives, Oscar Riley and Charlie Fenton held the top spots in the final through the first few laps.  

James got off to a fast start and began to move ahead by over 1.3 seconds after 3 laps.  Oscar held a 

2 second lead over 3
rd

 placed Charlie, who had Daniel Russell and Christopher Gristwood hot on his 

tail.  Aaron Kidd was taking advantage of this tussle as he began to catch them, in the meantime 

Christopher had moved past Daniel to take 4
th

 place and close in on Charlie.  James Ives had built a 

4.625 second lead after 7 laps and looked to have the final wrapped up as no one else could find the 

same speed.  Oscar and Charlie were close together through turn 9 as they approached turn 10 and 

Oscar span out, leaving him back in 6
th

 place when he re-joined, and Charlie clear in second place.  

Daniel Russell and Emilio Lopez were following in 3
rd

 and 4
th

 places as they tried to close Charlie 

down.  James took the win followed by Charlie Fenton who just managed to hold on and cross the 

line in second place after a solid performance; Daniel Russell was right behind in third place. 
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Senior Heavy Heat 1 
Doug Willingale took the win in the first heavy heat of the afternoon with a storming victory of over 

15 seconds from Chris Munro in second place.  Wayne Robson and Stuart Shearman then followed a 

few seconds behind after battling for third and fourth places.  Doug put in a 1.13.231 as his fastest 

time, a full 1.3 seconds quicker than anyone else. 

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
Doug Willingale, Wayne Robson and Chris Munro were the front runners for the second heat.  Doug 

got off to a flying start and pulled away by about 0.5 seconds a lap over the rest.  The opening few 

laps were fairly close especially through turns 2-4, as there were a few clashes.  Stuart Shearman fell 

victim to congestion at turn 7 as he span out and dropped to the back of the field.  Doug was 4.5 

seconds in front as they approached the final lap, whilst Chris and Gareth were having a battle with 

slightly too much contact resulting in black and white warning flags for both.  Doug took the win by 

5+ seconds, with Wayne in second and Adrian third place a further 6 seconds back. 

Senior Heavy Heat 3 
Gareth, Chris and Stuart were out in front early on with Doug bringing up the rear.  Doug came in 

first, Wayne Robson and Adrian in third. 

Senior Heavy Final 
Chris Munro made an early move after starting in third place as he went past Wayne Robson on the 

inside of turn 4 to take second place.  Doug Willingale made a great start and began to pull away 

early on, creating a 2 second gap after 2 laps.  Adrian, Chris and Wayne were battling through the 

first section of the circuit as they were almost side by side.  Adrian then managed to squeeze 

through on the inside of turn 10 and take second place from Chris, with Wayne snapping on his 

heels.  Wayne then closed down on the battle between Adrian and Chris to slingshot past Chris on 

the inside of turn 6 to take third place, leaving Chris where he started.  Doug was pulling away with a 

fastest time of 1.13.078 and after 5 laps was 5.863 seconds in front.  Wayne Robson was in second 

place but not able to mount any sort of challenge on Doug, but Adrian was only 0.5 seconds behind 

and looking to pounce.  The drivers were fairly settled in their positions as the final drew to a close, 

the pack had split into three with Doug on his own, Wayne and Adrian in the battle for 2
nd

 and Chris 

leading the final pack of four.  It finished in the same way with Doug in first, Wayne second and 

Adrian first as the drivers crossed the finish line. 


